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SPRING & SUMMER COLLECTION

2022.
Even in the post-pandemic era, the home will increase in its importance. With parents
trying to get their kids offline and become less digital, old-fashioned games and educational activities will play a more significant role in our lives together with our children.
Do you remember how it felt when you were involved in decorating your room for the
first time? Regardless of whether it was the whole room or if you just got to choose the
colours on the walls, it became your very own space. We all want to have a happy, comfy
and safe place to spend time. This is even more important when it comes to kids’ rooms.
They should inspire play and imagination and be a place where children can feel safe
and recharge their little batteries.
We hope you’ll enjoy the Kid’s Concept range for Spring & Summer 2022.
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Kid´s Hub inspired
by life.
A “hub” is the centre or heart of something. So, in a kid’s
world, their hub involves their family and home, but also
everything they do in their immediate surroundings. It can
be a visit to the doctor or going to the store on the way
home from kindergarten. That’s why we created Kid’s Hub.
You’ll find playful toys of things found in and around your
home, but in miniature. There’s everything from a play
shop and kitchen to a tool bench and doll’s bed.
While your children play and have fun, they learn good habits, such as how to take care of themselves and others.
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Where did
the dust go?
A fun activity for kids to use while adults clean. Place
the dirt discs on the floor and roll the vacuum cleaner over and see them disappear. Is it magic? No, the
magnetic dirt discs sticks to the bottom of the vacuum
cleaner. When you’ve finished cleaning, store the dirt
in the small compartment.
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Choose the business for the day.
With the add-on tent, you can choose the business of the day. Do you want to run a restaurant or a yoga studio?
Maybe you’d rather sell vegetables or hard wear? Only the imagination can stop the little entrepreneur with this
add-on play set. Easy to add to our playhouse or pavilion tent for even more creative play.
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Let your
imagination
run wild.

The dots and lines of this decorative cotton carpet create
patterns that stimulate play. Use the dots to practice counting. If you look closely, you’ll see different numbers of dots
to count from one to eight. The next day, the carpet turns
into a labyrinth or a race track. Play and let your imagination
run wild! Fits in all rooms of your home.
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Don´t let me get hangry - turn on the BBQ.
For the tiny barbecue master – it’s time to get things sizzling! Get ready to smell the heavenly aromas of what’s cooking
in the playroom. Place the pieces of charcoal under the grill and turn the clicking knob to turn on the gas. Make a spicy
rotisserie chicken on the rotating skewer, or maybe some sausages with crispy veggies – this grill has room for all the
good eats. Your little chef will love that the chicken wings and thighs can be removed and attached again with Velcro.
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The chef is in
the house. Let me
cook you a steak.
Prepare your child for becoming a great chef. Let them
cook up a dinner for the whole family. This set allows
aspiring chefs to experience the fun of cooking without
the heat and dirty dishes. How about some green beans with fish and rice? Or some pasta carbonara with
an egg on the top? And by the way, did you know that
you can turn the beef and tuna from raw to done by just
flipping it? This wooden cooking set is the perfect way
for the little chef to get creative in the kitchen!

How do you like your steak?
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It´s all
about
the base.
It shouldn’t be difficult to decorate a playroom. If you shop for
toys and kid’s furniture within the same concept, you can be
sure that it matches. But with Kid’s Base, you can get even
more opportunities. Here we have collected basic furniture,
storage and interior design elements that match our other
concepts. For example, you can combine the new rugs with
the Neo concept. Or why not store the Edvin toys in our new
canvas storage? Let’s take kids’ rooms to the next level by
mixing and matching your favourite concept with Kid’s Base.
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Can there ever be to much storage?
We have never encountered a parent who said, ”We have too much storage in the kid’s room”. So make sure to have different
storage options to make everyday life easier. In addition to a classic wardrobe or cupboard, you can have a chest, shelves, hooks,
textile bags and storage boxes. By mixing open and closed storage, larger toys can be used as visible decoration while small
items can be hidden in a nice box.
To encourage children to help with the cleaning, it is important to have storage options that they can reach. An example of this
could be putting some shelves or hooks a little lower where frequently used toys can be. By having smaller storage bags, the
children can easily carry them to the playing area when it’s time to tidy up.
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Have fun with
your storage.
Three wooden storage boxes of various
sizes. Put them inside each other for easy
storage, or use them as separate storage
boxes. But then you turn the lid over, and
voila – three different board game boards.
Note: This set does not include any game
pieces, but you can use things such as toy
figures, stones, favorite small items and/or
other game pieces.
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Use what ever things you have
at home as game pieces.
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Game night is on.
Inspire young minds with our educational puzzles and traditional games to spark early learning and lots of family fun. Our games and
puzzles offer a selection of traditional toys for children of all ages. We
have games that can be enjoyed by all ages, including timeless classics and new designs that are sure to become favourites! In addition,
they come in lovely packaging for easy storage.

Perfect for travel.
Store all the games
in the included
wooden box.
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Is it a house,
is it a road, is it....?
Drive the car along the roads and create an entire city
on the rug. Or pretend that the lines are walls and openings in a house for your toys. Build your own home
and decorate with dollhouse furniture or whatever you
want. The next day, the carpet turns into something
else. Play and let your imagination run wild!
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Tiny but
ever so
important.
Our EDVIN collection opens the door to a magical and
fantasy-filled forest with lots of exciting animals who
want to be your friend. Get to know Stella the Hedgehog, Bo and Eda the Moose, Lo the Rabbit, Ed the Fox,
Tor the Mouse, Bella and Max the Bears, and Owe and
the other owls, who all live in the forest.
The focus this season is to highlight the ever-so-important small life in the Swedish lingonberry forest. Small
creatures such as ants, bees, and bugs are important
for our ecosystem. Say hello to My the Ant, Bea the
Bee, and Lars the Ladybug.
All the animals love building, playing, and doing puzzles
together. With the animal train, all the friends can travel
around the forest to each other and tell stories about
their lives in the wilderness – Choo choo!
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Ola the Owl.

My
precious.
This soft woven pacifier blanket, made of organic cotton, will quickly become one of your
baby’s most treasured possessions. During the
first years when your baby needs comfort or
closeness, a pacifier blanket is indispensable.
Let your baby choose their favorite: Ola the
Owl, Bea the Bee, or Tor the Mouse.
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Small friends
just waiting to be
discovered.

An adventure
for tiny fingers.
Let your baby explore the world of the smallest
EDVIN, animals, which takes inspiration from the
Swedish lingonberry forest. Meet My the ant, Bea
the bee, and Lars the ladybug. Work together to
find the little lingonberry! The figures each have
different functions with, among other things,
beeping sounds, rustles, and different textures
for the baby to explore. The experience stimulates hearing, touch, and sight.
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Explore
the exciting
trails of
Neo land.
Our Neo story is about the ancient NEOLand. From
the big animals, Neo the mammoth, the Dinos and the
mudskippers, Lisa the bird to the smallest ones – the
MicroNeos! All the friends love their land of volcanos,
pebbles and exciting trails.
In our Neo collection, we combine charcoal colours
ranging from darkest black to lightest grey with woodgrain textures, white and pastels.
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ChloroBo.

MicroBella.

Belensius.

MicroNeos is a
magnificent story about
our smallest helpers.
Imagine a living thing that’s smaller than small — something tiny. I bet that the thing
you’re picturing looks a lot like a microbe. Microbes are vital little organisms that
are everywhere around us. And all life on earth depends on them. There are tiny
microbes on our hands, inside our bodies, in the soil where we grow crops, in the
food we eat, and in the air we breathe. They are everywhere, but we can’t see
them, hear them, or even notice them.

LaCilla.
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Ocapus.
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Let your baby
discover a new
exciting world.
Let your baby discover the MicroNeo figures and feel

Noa - waving his tail
in piece and quite.

Learning-to-love-yourselfclass part 1 - with a padded
mirror.

the different materials. Exciting for when the baby
begins to turn on its stomach and can raise its head.
The experience stimulates hearing, touch, and sight.
Each of the MicroNeos figures has different functions.
MicroBella makes a beeping sound, and Noah’s tail
rustles when the baby touches it. The ”sea weed” on
the sides of the play mat also make a discreet rustling
sound. A soft textile area made of chenille stimulate
the children’s sense of touch. In the soft padded mirror, the child can discover their own reflection.

Beeping MicroBella.
Rassling sea weed.
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For the
adventureaus
toddler.
A lot happens in a child’s development between the ages
of 1 and 2. They start to walk, talk, and share feelings and
experiences with others. The child is now increasingly exploring and using their fingers rather than their mouth. They
will get better at building and playing with blocks, so a sorter box is perfect for practicing. They will also continue to
work on their fine motor skills at this age – pushing a bead
through an exciting maze is both tricky and fun for the little
adventurer.
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Punch it! Where did it go?
Bang, bang, bang, be on your guard! You never know where the ball will appear. This is a playful toy for anyone who loves hammering
and pounding. Place the wooden ball on top of the box and use the hammer to pound the ball into the box. The ball can come out of any
of the four holes, so you need to have quick little hands and feet to catch it! A great way for kids to practice concentration and hand-eye
coordination.

Punch the ball ! From which
hole will the ball come out?
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Pockets that can
be attached at
the back.

Spa.

Restaurant/Café.

Hardware store.

Green grocer.

1000643 Tent add on play set KID´S HUB.
88x65 cm. Textile. 3Y+.
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Black boards.

Choose fish, sausage,
chicken or veggies for
your scewer.

1000642 Table grill KID´S HUB.
61x20x20 cm. FSC Wood. 3Y+.

Don´t forget the
mustard and salt
& pepper.

1000640 Food play set KID`HUB.
24x19 cm. FSC Wood. 3Y+.

1000641 Vacuum cleaner KID´S HUB.
61x18,5 cm. FSC Wood. 3Y+.
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Take a bite!
The chicken thighs
and wings are attached
with velcro.
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Sit comfy wherever you want.
Did you know that using a floor cushion encourages the body to relax the shoulders, helping to make
your posture upright and comfortable? Sitting on the floor naturally engages your core and back, strengthening your muscles. This robust floor cushion is made of strong cotton canvas. Thanks to the handle on the side, you can easily carry the floor cushion with you wherever you want to sit. It could be on the

Lift me up!
Where do you want to sit?

floor in the kid’s room when you play, in the living room in front of the TV, or somewhere else in the house.
The floor cushion is perfect to use in our play tents, playhouses and pavilions, or to build cosy forts.

1000661 Floor cushion 40 cm lilac.
Ø 40 cm. Organic cotton.

1000660 Floor cushion 40 cm off-white.
Ø 40 cm. Organic cotton.

1000662 Floor cushion 40 cm mango.
Ø 40 cm. Organic cotton.

1000663 Floor cushion 40 cm brown.
Ø 40 cm. Organic cotton.
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1000655 Storage textile 30x30 cm lilac.
30x30 cm. Organic cotton.

1000654 Storage textile 30x30 cm off-white.
30x30 cm. Organic cotton.

1000665 Hang storage textile off white.
36x50 cm. Organic cotton.

1000664 Hang storage textile off white.
36x50 cm. Organic cotton.

1000657 Storage textile 30x30 cm mango.
30x30 cm. Organic cotton.

1000656 Storage textile 30x30 cm brown.
30x30 cm. Organic cotton.

1000666 Hang storage textile off white.
36x50 cm. Organic cotton.

1000667 Hang storage textile off white.
36x50 cm. Organic cotton.
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1000669 Storage textile cylinder 2pcs lilac.
Ø 20 cm. Organic cotton.

1000668 Storage textile cylinder 2pcs off-white.
Ø 20 cm. Organic cotton.

1000670 Storage textile cylinder 2pcs mango.
Ø 20 cm. Organic cotton.

1000671 Storage textile cylinder 2pcs brown.
Ø 20 cm. Organic cotton.
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1000651 Shelf with hooks lilac STAR.
60 cm. FSC Wood.

1000650 Shelf with hooks white STAR.
60 cm. FSC Wood.

1000649 Shelf with hooks turqoise STAR.
60 cm. FSC Wood.

1000652 Shelf with hooks mango STAR.
60 cm. FSC Wood.
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1000674 Rug grey white.
130x160 cm. Cotton.
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1000648 Game board storage 3 set.
FSC Wood. 3Y+.

Store the game here.

1000646 Ring toss game.
37x37 cm. FSC Wood. 3Y+.

1000647 6-in-one-game.
17x17,5 cm. FSC Wood. 3Y+.
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1000644 Colour and Shape sorter board.
17x18,5 cm. FSC Wood. 3Y+.
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1000672 Rug geometric pink.
90x130 cm. Cotton.

1000673 Rug geometric grey.
30x30 cm. Cotton.
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Store the play mat in
this cotton bag.

1000634 Comfort blanket Tor the Mouse EDVIN.
40x40 cm. Organic cotton. 0M+.

1000632 Comfort blanket Ola the Owl EDVIN.
40x40 cm. Organic cotton. 0M+.

1000635 Activity play mat EDVIN.
100x100 cm. Organic cotton. 0M+.

1000633 Comfort blanket Bea the Bee EDVIN.
40x40 cm. Organic cotton. 0M+.
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Store the play mat in
this cotton bag.

1000637 Activity play mat MicroNeo NEO.
100x100 cm. Organic cotton. 0M+.
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1000639 Bead frame MicroNeo NEO.
18x15x17 cm. FSC Wood. 12M+.

1000599 Punch and drop NEO.
14x14 cm. FSC Wood. 1 Y+.

1000638 Sorter box MicroNeo NEO.
18x15x17 cm. FSC Wood. 12M+.
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1000675 Rug MicroNeo NEO.
130x160 cm. Cotton.
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We love to see
how you enjoy our products.
We´re followed by inspirational mothers and fathers all over the world. We love to see people playing and decorating
with our products. Do you follow us? If not, click the links below to follow us on our social channels. Tag your pictures
and videos with #yesKidsConcept.

Kid’s Concept by SWEDEN Concepts AB
Prognosgatan 8a | S-504 64 BORÅS | SWEDEN | +46 (0)33 430 23 00
hello@kidsconcept.se | www.kidsconcept.com

kidsconcept

#yesKidsConcept
Instagram | Facebook | Pinterest | YouTube

Kids Concept SE

© Kid´s Concept 2022 Kid’s Concept reserves the right to make price adjustments in the event of significant fluctuations in exchange rates, mandatory fees, freight, and raw
material prices. Current wholesale prices can be found on our B2B website. We reserve the right to make changes to our range, designs, and production. With reservation for
sold out items and misprint.
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